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1.

INTRODUCTION

As noted in numerous studies and plans, Portland’s economy is highly trade dependent.1 As a result, the
Portland metropolitan area was selected by the Brookings Institution to partner on a Metro Export
Initiative in 2010. The assessment conducted as part of the Greater Portland Global Trade and
Investment Plan2 found that the computer and electronics industry accounted for about 57% of the
value of the region’s total exports in 2010.
Due to concerns about the difficulty of getting goods from the Westside to freight consolidation facilities
at the Portland airport, in 2013, the Portland Region Westside Freight Access and Logistics Analysis
further explored the dynamics of the computer and electronics industry. It conducted a number of
industry interviews to understand problems and explore potential solutions.
This analysis is being prepared as part of the Washington County Transportation Futures Study. It
follows on previous work to explore whether freight consolidation facilities in Washington County could
improve freight mobility by avoiding travel on the region’s most congested facilities. It includes a review
of literature on trends in freight movement and consolidation, provide an overview of commodity flows
in the Portland region and includes interviews with a few industry stakeholders. It concludes with
implications for Washington County.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Emerging Freight and Logistics Trends
The most recent commodity flow forecast for the Portland Metropolitan region projected that freight
movement would double in terms of tonnage (to $600 million tons) and more than double in terms of
value (to $900 billion) by 2040.3 Trucking represents by far the most dominant mode and is expected to
remain a component of most freight trips into the future. Section 3.1.1 contains more specific
information about freight movement by commodity and mode within this region. This section explores
overall freight industry trends and how growth will affect reliability of roadway and other freight
networks.
The major freight generating sectors of retail, wholesale and manufacturing are undergoing significant
shifts as a result of changes in such areas as distribution, consumer behavior and vehicle technology.
These changes are all radically transforming how freight moves. Understanding these trends is critical to
planning an effective transportation system.

1

Economic Development Research Group. Economic Impacts of Congestion in the Portland-metro and Oregon
Economy. 2014. Metro. 2035 Regional Freight Plan. 2010.
2
Greater Portland Inc. and Portland Development Commission.
3
Cambridge Systematics. Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation. March, 31, 2015.
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Speed to Market
Speed to market is one of the most important factors in supply chain design and execution, as it
influences mode selection. There are profound changes occurring in the supply chains and logistics
systems used to get goods to consumers, including electronic markets and direct delivery.
Urban delivery services have been challenged by just-in-time (JIT) deliveries, which have led freight
business deliveries to make more trips with smaller shipments and vehicles to dense mixed-use areas.4
The costs of a missed delivery due to congestion, road closures, or other reasons are high given the JIT
nature of production. Any delay can slow the entire assembly process or can leave stores without stock.
Retail Trends
The way retail goods are transported is shifting as online shopping, also known as e-commerce, has
changed how people are buying goods and services and searching for the best price. People increasingly
purchase online and have goods delivered directly to their home, rather than buying from a traditional
brick and mortar store. The competition between traditional and online retailers has resulted in a
further trend called “omni-channel” retail. Omni-channel retail provides the consumer with the ability to
shop through many possible methods, including mobile devices, computers, brick-and-mortar,
television, radio, direct mail and catalog. This shift is intensifying the trend to smaller shipments
throughout urban areas.

4

National Cooperative Freight Research Program. Report 14. Understanding Urban Goods Movement. January
2012. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/ncfrp/ncfrp_rpt_014.pdf.
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E-commerce is influencing logistics approaches for goods providers, such as Macy’s and Home Depot.
Macy’s, for example, has begun operating 500 of its stores as mini-distribution centers for e-commerce.5
These storefronts provide not only goods for those shopping on location, but also serve as a miniwarehouse for goods to be purchased online by consumers for delivery. Combined distribution
approaches and merging of the fulfillment cycle can be used to maximize customer flexibility and offer a
competitive advantage. Already, customers can order products online and pick them up in stores.
Alternatively, a customer might view and purchase a product in store, but then have the product
delivered to their home on the same day.
As a result, the patterns of truck transportation services, and the size of trucks employed in these
services are in flux. Currently there is a movement to smaller distribution centers closer to the delivery
points and an increase in smaller truck trips within urban areas. However, the total volume of goods
shipped, and the number of truck trips, is likely to rise in proportion to increasing consumer demands
for goods.
Fuel Costs and Advances in Vehicle Technology
The cost of fuel is a significant proportion of many freight providers’ operating costs. With increasing
variability and spikes in fuel costs, there have been significant advances in vehicle technology. Rising fuel
costs and new technologies are affecting modal decisions today and these trends are anticipated to
continue into the future.
About half the annual cost of operating an aircraft is attributed to the cost of fuel. Therefore, as oil
prices increase, which they are anticipated to do over the next few decades, there is a risk that air cargo
freight might grow at a slower rate than other freight modes (whereas most forecasts expect it to grow
faster – including one cited later in this report). Also, there will likely be a shift to air freight increasingly
becoming incorporated into multimodal supply chains that offer a better balance between cost and
time.
Both rail and truck freight providers are seeking ways to make their fleets more efficient. BNSF Railway
and UP recently invested significantly in locomotives that are more fuel efficient. BNSF Railway has also
specifically invested in fuel-efficient technology at its intermodal facilities. These investments lower
their day-to-day operational costs and, in turn, transporting costs. It is possible that, as the rail industry
becomes more efficient, it may become a more prominent long-distance transport alternative to
trucking or barging in lanes or services that can support trainload volumes.
The emergence of connected and automated freight vehicle technology will increase the safety and, to a
smaller degree, the efficiency of trucking in the short term. For safety and reliability reasons, these
technologies are expected to be in wide use in the freight industry soon. Technologies available today

5

Antonio Regalado. MIT Technology Review. It’s all e-commerce now. November 2013.
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/520786/its-all-e-commerce-now/.
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include automatic and emergency braking, evasive steering support and traffic jam assist. Other
technologies are in testing and their release is anticipated in the near future.

Industry Roles and Freight Consolidation
Air freight shippers often contract with freight forwarders who arrange for the detailed logistics flows
and hire carriers who deliver the goods to the receiver. There are two types of carriers. Integrated
carriers (such as Fed Ex and UPS, who dominate the domestic market) handle the whole trip from the
shipper to the receiver. Usually, due to cost structure and operational requirements, integrated carriers
handle smaller shipments such as retail products going directly to the consumer. Some freight
forwarders (integrated forwarders) take care of a portion or all of the truck trip and contract with the air
carrier, who for international shipments commonly is a passenger airline offering space in the belly of
aircraft. Others contract out the entire trip to a combination of air and ground carriers.
Freight consolidation is routinely done as part of efficient logistical practices on the private side. Freight
consolidation, where goods are combined together, often takes place during one or more steps in the
distribution chain. Freight forwarders may consolidate shipments and carriers may further consolidate
them. Consolidation can allow for trucks to travel more fully loaded, therby decreasing the number of
truck trips, increasing efficiency and lowering costs.
Due to the growth in freight and associated congestion, noise and air pollution, there has been
increased interest on the part of the public sector in fostering freight consolidation centers as a
potential solution to the impacts of freight. The literature on public sector efforts with respect to freight
consolidation centers is explored in the next section.

Urban Consolidation Centers
Urban Consolidation Center (UCC) is a term that is widely used in the literature to describe publicprivate attempts to reduce the transportation and associated impacts of freight in targeted areas by
locating freight consolidation at a single facility. While there are numerous examples of these facilities
in Europe and Japan, their record of success is underwhelming and public sponsored consolidation
centers in the United States have fared less well in general. Examining specific applications and more
comprehensive evaluations provides valuable lessons learned for Washington County.
National Cooperative Freight Research Program (NCFRP) Report 33: Improving Freight
System Performance in Metropolitan Areas: A Planning Guide 6
This guide researches and presents a broad array of potential solutions to the freight issues typically
found in metropolitan areas. Thorough literature reviews were conducted and the key findings
synthesized for each initiative in eight topic areas, including logistical management. Logistical
management includes cargo consolidation. Initiative number 357 covers Urban Consolidation Centers
6
7

Transportation Research Board (TRB). 2015.
Ibid. pp 83-85.
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(UCCs). The report notes that first modern UCCs were operated in New York and New Jersey by the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey but that these operations closed down due to union and,
potentially, carrier opposition.
The report cites a number of articles that have estimated significant potential benefits from UCCs,
including reduction in freight traffic, and associated congestion and pollution levels. However, it
concludes that UCCs have had a mixed record of success because they have struggled to attract a
sufficient number of users. Obstacles include:




competitive pressures that push suppliers from participation
higher costs than direct deliveries once the UCC’s space costs are included
lack of suitable space in urban areas

UCCs are more likely to be successful if they have:




Strong public-sector support via a regulatory mandate to use the UCC
Significant, recognized congestion/pollution problems in the area
Complementary policies in place, such as penalties for carriers that do not participate

The authors note a promising concept pioneered by Binnenstadservice in The Netherlands. The
promoters of this project convinced the receivers to ask their vendors to send deliveries by the UCC.
The receivers were promised this would not increase their delivery rates. Once the receivers
committed, the promoters approached the suppliers and offered to provide the last leg delivery for a
small fee, which was less than the supplier’s costs. The report considers receivers participation to be
key to overcoming the competitive pressures that normally deter shippers from participating.
Freight Consolidation Centre Study8
This study performed a cost benefit analysis on several different types of potential UCCs. It developed
and analyzed several different retail and one construction consolidation center scenario. It determined
that operating a retail consolidation center on a purely commercial basis requires a significant level of
throughput. It indicated that various policy levers could encourage the utilization of such a center,
making it more likely to be commercially viable. The report also offered a broader freight toolkit for
addressing the congestion, noise and pollution that can be associated with truck traffic in urban areas.
Evaluation of Delivery Consolidation in U.S. Urban Areas with Logistics Cost Analysis9
This paper examines the cost-effectiveness of common types of consolidation schemes used in foreign
countries against the current methods in use in the United States. The results indicate that the current
U.S. distribution system has substantial cost advantages. While demographic factors, population density,
8

Transport and Travel Research, Ltd. And Transport Research Laboratory. United Kingdom Department of
Transport. 2010.
9

Kawamura and Lu. Transportation Research Record. 2008.
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and urban area size, have some effect on the logistics cost under the consolidation system, the
advantage of the current distribution system will not be overcome in the US without drastic policy
changes, the imposition of truck size and weight restrictions, or investments in public terminals.
NCHRP Report 23: Synthesis of Freight Research in Urban Transportation Planning10
This report represents a broad survey of various strategies to manage freight in urban areas. It evaluates
their effectiveness and applicability. City Logistics and consolidation schemes were rated “low” on both
counts. 11 It notes that efforts to change the supply chain are challenging as supply chains are highly
complex and comprised of many different, specific factors. 12 It suggests that the greatest chance for
success is offered by those schemes that introduce the least change in the supply chain by focusing on
either the final or initial step. Consolidation of final deliveries at a single pick up point is the most
common example of this type. The report cites examples such as Kiala and Packstation networks in
Europe and locker service that was implemented in Arlington, Virginia. It notes that the common pickup point reduces truck trips for home deliveries but may increase private vehicle trips.
It also cites another version of consolidation where multiple shippers share a logistics space before
initial pick-up or final deliveries (or initial pick-ups). The idea is to reduce VMTs through more efficient
routing of final deliveries. The Paris Chronopost facility is an example of a single-shipper facility where
deliveries are trucked to the central facility and then transloaded to electric vehicles for the last-mile.
The City of Paris subsidized the facility rent and all up-front capital costs. The report notes that studies
of Chronopost found that total delivery costs did not change significantly but that the truck VMT and
emissions declined.
More ambitious versions, where goods from multiple shippers or vendors are combined and delivered
by third-party trucking firms, are more problematic. Consolidation requires an in-town facility with rent.
The reduction in costs of final deliveries achieved through consolidation may not offset the additional
rental and labor associated with transloading. The report notes that most of the experiments in Europe
required subsidy and many have since closed.
Urban Freight Consolidation Centres Final Report13
This was a scoping study to identify the potential for the development of UCCs. It included a thorough
literature review, analysis of specific examples of different UCC types, interviews with supply chain
parties, preliminary evaluation of different types of centers. It identifies and reviews 67 UCCs mostly in
Europe and Asia.
It includes a number of lessons learned and recommendations. It concludes that there is a lack of
understanding or solid information about this concept and recommends that anyone considering a UCC:
10

TRB. 2013.
Ibid. p. 7.
12
Ibid. p. 73.
13
Transport Studies Group. University of Westminster, Department of Transport. 2005.
11
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Increase the level of knowledge of concept and varied applications
Establish a clear organization structure to lead the development and operation with clear and
realistic objectives
Resolve funding and financial matters, which are fundamental to the level of success of an UCC.

While the report indicates that there are some opportunities for UCCs, it concludes that they have the
greatest chance for success if they have:






Funding
Strong public sector involvement in encouraging their use through the regulatory framework
Significant existing congestion/pollution problems within the area
Bottom-up pressure from local interests
Location with a single landlord/manager

It states that “there is no strong evidence that any truly self-financing schemes yet exist”.14 This
statement, in combination with the conclusion that a regulatory framework is an important criterion for
success, explains why this concept is particularly challenging in the US. Only one of the 67 UCs identified
were located in the U.S.
The report also points out the types of situations that UCCs are most likely to be successful in:






Clearly defined geographic areas with delivery related problems
Town centers that have significant retail activity
Historical town centers and districts that are suffering from delivery traffic congestion
New and large retail or commercial developments
Major construction sites

West Coast Experience
We were unable to identify any specific example of a public initiated freight consolidation center on the
west coast in the literature. The extreme congestion and high freight movement in the greater Los
Angeles area makes that a location ripe for freight consolidation. The Inland Empire, which is
approximately 50 miles from the Ports of Los Angeles (LA) and Long Beach and the Los Angeles Airport
(LAX) is the current location for freight consolidation services. Some freight forwarders locate in that
area and others half way in between. Some freight forwarders locate immediately adjacent to the Ports
or LAX for immediate delivery. In either case, the degree of congestion, which is significantly worse than
that experienced in this region, would suggest this are as a potential site for public intervention. There
are numerous significant public investments in rail freight and other major transportation improvements
to ease congestion. The Ports of LA and Long Beach have also instituted regulation for port fees. The
intention is to better reflect the cost of limited infrastructure and spread the peak load throughout a
longer period.
14

Ibid. p. ii.
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The lack of well-documented public efforts to intervene in the freight consolidation system in the Los
Angeles region is telling. One of the interviewees noted that the Port of Ontario Airport had attempted
to attract freight consolidation services and develop freight carrier service but that did not really take
off. The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) has completed a significant amount of
freight analysis and planning in its role as the Los Angeles regional Metropolitan Planning Organization.
Its recent Comprehensive Regional Goods Movement Plan and Implementation Strategy evaluated the
potential needs and location of warehouse and transload facilities and infrastructure. Compared to the
potential 2035 demand, SCAG identified a potential shortfall in the future supply of suitably priced land
for warehouse space. However, the plan also showed how sensitive this conclusion is to operational
assumptions and concluded that there is potential to meet future demand with operational changes.
Conclusions and Implications
While consolidation centers make sense in certain circumstances, most successful public initiated efforts
have been supported by financial subsidy and regulation that required carriers to use them. Further,
they address a well understood, geographically focused problem. Most importantly, perhaps, they have
been based on an understanding of the supply chain and developed to increase its efficiency.
In order to further explore whether this concept represents a potential solution for Washington County,
it is critical to understand the current market. This is done in the next section through interviews and
review of available information on commodity flows.

3.

INDUSTRY INTERVIEWS AND MARKET ASSESSMENT

Port of Portland
General Assessment of Current Flows and Future Demands
The Port reported that top air cargo commodities include hi-tech, footwear and apparel, agricultural
products and seafood. The 2015 commodity flow forecast has the most recent projections for the
region. It is calculated at the regional level based on FAF3 (2007) data and includes mode and direction.
Commodity Flow Forecast
Retail and manufacturing top the industrial employment in the Portland region (at about 130,000 jobs
each in 2013) followed by employment in construction and the wholesale trade at about half of that
number. The strength of the manufacturing sector is driven by the high-tech electronic industry. Oregon
has the highest concentration of electronics manufacturing in the country accounting for nearly 20% of
GDP in that industry in 2012.15

15

Cambridge Systematics, Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation
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Figure 1. Freight Direction by Tonnage and Value

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation
Figure 1 shows the freight direction for all modes based on a regional forecast by tonnage and value.
Today most of the tonnage and value is inbound. In the future, inbound freight is expected to grow
faster than either intra or outbound freight in terms of both tonnage and value. Today, domestic goods
represent 71% of tonnage whereas export accounts for only 20% and import for 9%.
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By mode, truck dominates the flows both in value and tonnage as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Freight Mode by Tonnage and Value

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation
In the future, these relationships are expected to remain the same. Air is expected to grow faster than
the other freight modes – 3% annually by tonnage and 4.3% annually in value.
The above information gives general context to the regional freight picture. In summary, more freight is
inbound and imports exceed exports. In addition, trucking represents by far the largest mode followed
by rail. Air cargo is relevant only for high value shipments and carries 2% of regional freight by value.
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Because of the interest in air cargo exports in Washington County, we will focus on all goods leaving the
region (both domestic and export) for all modes by value. As shown in Figure 3, top outbound domestic
commodities by value include miscellaneous goods (“other” in the chart), gasoline and fuels, base metal
and precision instruments. As you can see, electronics represents a small portion of the total value of
domestic goods heading outbound from the region.
Figure 3. Growth of Top Domestic Commodities - Outbound by Value

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation
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As shown in Figure 4, the top exports by value include miscellaneous goods, paper, foodstuffs and
alcoholic beverages and wood products. As shown on the chart, electronics represents the smallest
portion of top exports, but is still significant.
Figure 4. Growth of Top Export Commodities by Value

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Port of Portland Commodity Flow Forecast: Final Project Presentation
Short and Long Range Plans
Marine
While this effort is not focused on maritime freight, we asked about the projections for context.
Currently, the Port does not have a marine container service. They don’t have a forecast for containers
separately from other oceangoing goods which had 10% modal share in 2007 and was expected to grow
by 3.1% annually in both tonnage and value. The Port noted that the International Trade and Logistics
Initiative Steering Committee Report has more information about the impact of the loss of container
service which represented 160,000 TEUs. The Port estimated that for Washington County the demand is
551 export containers and 5,221 import containers.
Air Cargo
The Port estimated that approximately 80% of air cargo is export and 20% import through PDX. They
pointed to the Airport Futures Report16 as containing the latest aviation demand forecasts. In 2007, 89%
of cargo going from PDX was carried on all-cargo airlines and 11% on passenger lines. Sixty-eight
16

Jacobs Consultancy, 2008.
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percent of all-cargo was carried by FedEx and UPS. The specific carriers have fluctuated over the years
and is quite volatile. They had cargo service for 17 of the last 20 years and have recently signed an
agreement with Cathay Pacific which will provide service to Hong Kong, which offers excellent
connectivity to the rest of Asia. Other current international service is in the belly of wide-bodied jets.
Delta has year round and seasonal flights to Europe and Hong Kong and Condor provides seasonal
service to Frankfort.
Due to the dynamic nature of air cargo service, it is hard to predict the future. The Airport Futures
Report contains several probabilistic forecasts for air cargo. The median scenario projected an average
growth of 3.3 percent a year from 2006-2035 for 732 million short tons in 2035.
Requirements for air cargo include time, handling, destination and rates. Sometimes shippers have
preferred airline carriers. The number of destinations and frequency is important to the Port’s ability to
attract additional air cargo through the airport.
The Port did not have information about the current total facilities at the airport. Facility requirements
are not extensive - bar scanning, trucking and tracking. They noted that some of the integrated carriers
(FedEx and UPS) likely have consolidation facilities on the Westside.

Freight Forwarders
Market
Two interviews with freight forwarders were held to explore the current and future market, facilities,
transportation issues and growth trends. Each was also asked about the potential for a Westside
consolidation facility. The interviews cited electronics equipment and perishables such as blueberries
and cherries as the major air exports. Imports include footwear and apparel as well.
Their market included import and export. One forwarder’s Portland business is pretty evenly split in
terms of import and exports. Washington County is the major market in this region for both firms,
although one also obtained goods (mostly agricultural) from as far south as Eugene and as far north as
Washington.
One firm handles 500,000 kilos both in and out per month in Portland. The other handles only about 10
tons a month for export in Portland (their imports are handled by Seattle).
One noted the growing importance of e-commerce in Portland. Consumers in China and Korea order
goods via apps. Portland is a popular staging location due to the lack of sales tax. The goods are sent in
bulk freight. Export compliance is an issue since you aren’t dealing directly with the seller. With ecommerce there is more of a focus on cost than time.
Airports
One said that about 90% of goods are trucked to the Seattle airport. They use the PDX flights to
Amsterdam and Japan. The other has about 30% going through PDX and the rest through Seattle,
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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Vancouver and LAX, depending on destination. Goods to Asia mostly go through Seattle due to the
number of flights and total cost.
Both consider time and cost. Both are looking forward to Cathay Pacific but one noted that all-cargo
carriers are more expensive, so it depends on the requirements of the shipper.
Facilities
One had about 300,000 s.f. of facility space at one location. About 66,000 of this space was devoted to
air cargo, with the rest for distribution. The other had 40,000 s.f. for handling and had no warehousing
or distribution function.
The space requirements are basic. The facility needs to be a warehouse building, with loading docks as
well as basic power to accommodate scanning equipment. One cited the desire for more parking for
trailers.
Location
One of the company’s facilities is located near the airport and the other near Terminal 6. Location with
good travel time to the airport is critical to both firms. The operator at T-6 indicated that they
previously were located closer to the airport but, due to traffic patterns, it took the same 20 minutes to
get there.
Both get cargo in throughout the day. One mostly picks up on the Westside between 1 and 3. The other
has material arrive at the site between 3 and 7. Goods go out between 7 and 11. The cut off time for
Jet Delivery (carrier) is 8 p.m. If it is going to PDX, it can go out later.
One noted that access to I-5 was important and proximity to I-205 is helpful.
Transportation Issues
Both used Highway 26 but one firm relies on Cornelius Pass quite a bit as well. The other cited Highway
217 as the only back-up and indicated there really wasn’t an alternative to Highway 26. One indicated a
strong desire for an alternative to US 26. I-5 was noted as a problem too.
Other issues
One firm emphasized the importance of container service at the marine terminal as a bigger impact on
their business. Portland is noted to be a small market with a lack of distribution business. The other said
that a faster, more reliable route to the airport would be more helpful than a new freight consolidation
facility on the Westside.
Westside Facility
Both companies seriously discussed the idea of a Westside facility. However, neither felt it would be
compelling in the near future. Both indicated that the proximity to the airport and carriers was
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important as on time delivery to the carrier is key. One noted that even if they were on the Westside
they wouldn’t have a later cut off for customers as they need to leave a buffer for delivery to the carrier.
One company seemed more open to the benefits of a Westside location and said that if they were able
to obtain significant warehouse and distribution business, then locating in Washington County might
make sense. A location in either Hillsboro or Beaverton might work. The later travel time to the airport
would allow traffic to have died down. This interviewee noted that in the LA area most freight
forwarders are located near Ontario which is 50 miles from the Port and Airport. His firm was located
immediately adjacent to the Port and had a 100% on time delivery record. However, the interviewee
noted that the availability of low cost warehousing space in Washington County would be an obstacle.
There are more appropriate facilities, at lower cost, near the airport which is an important
consideration.
The other interviewee said that Hillsboro is where the vast bulk of their business is located and would be
the Westside location of choice. If direct air cargo flights from Hillsboro Airport were to develop, that
would change the picture for this interviewee. Ultimately, he felt that his current location was ideal in
terms of access to the airport and interstates.
Interviewees indicated that a lot of growth in their market share (perhaps double) would have to take
place to justify their opening a location on the Westside. When asked whether a Jet Delivery location on
the Westside would make a difference, one noted that would require Jet Delivery to make an extra trip
to bring goods to the airport so that would be unlikely. Javelin Logistics is currently on the Westside.
Neither felt that the trucks to the airport were a significant enough portion of the mix to affect overall
traffic conditions on the Westside in any case.
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4.

IMPLICATIONS FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY

Based on the freight consolidation literature, Washington County meets some of the criteria as a freight
consolidation location for trips to the airport. There are numerous businesses located there with
dispersed less than truckload trips to a single destination (PDX). Several companies have consolidation
facilities located in Washington County already.
The literature suggests caution in entering into public sponsorship of any location, however.
Development of a business plan that builds on supply chain efficiencies would be critical. The literature
indicates that the success of public sponsored consolidation facilities require interference with the
relationship between shippers and forwarders and/or introduction of an additional step in the delivery
process. Both of these propositions may require regulation and/or on-going subsidy which would be
highly unusual in the United States.
A more promising approach might be a public-private partnership where the public sector makes space
available in a desirable location, perhaps funding some of the upfront infrastructure costs, and
encourages businesses to locate there. However, extensive research into the ability to provide cost
competitive warehouse space in desirable locations would be critical. One next step might be to
interview companies with locations already on the Westside to further understand the factors that
support that location. Additionally, we suggest further research into the details of the supply chain
beyond the computer and electronics and, even air cargo, industries in the Portland area. If the concept
still appears promising, a detailed business plan would need to be developed.
At this point it is difficult to estimate the impacts on Washington County traffic of such an initiative.
With the air cargo market being such a small portion of the total truck traffic in the region, it is unlikely
that locating these facilities in Washington County would reduce congestion appreciably. It might have
broader effects if more of the regional warehouse and distribution functions that serve marine and
other modes as well locate on the Westside. However, this would like result in an increase in local traffic
as deliveries arrive for consolidation. Further, if more overall freight is brought into Washington County
for consolidation, this could increase truck traffic on its highways at different time of day.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Purpose of this White Paper
Pricing transportation is seen as one of the more effective tools to promote efficient use of the
transportation system and to partially fund improvements to the system. With continued resistance to
increases in the national fuel tax system and limited funds available from other sources, pricing is
another user based traffic management and revenue tool to consider. With improvements in
communications technology and online payment systems, dynamic real-time pricing is being used in
many other states in the country and could be implemented in this region. Oregon is taking the lead in
evaluating a vehicle miles traveled (VMT) based alternative to the standard fuel tax and this system
could become a replacement to the current fuel tax. At the same time toll managed lanes are being
implemented in many major urban regions in an attempt to get more value out of existing highway
networks. The purpose of this white paper is to explore the impacts of transportation pricing strategies
and their implications for Washington County.

Pricing is an Alternative to Current Highway Finance
Current highway finance involves low average fees for road use (a tax on fuel consumption) and a very
limited use of tolling financing. Low average charges for vehicle use results in congested conditions. Tolls
are levied on new capacity based on revenue requirements but are often higher than economically
justified given the new capacity of the roadway. Alternative routes still have low average fees and
diversion causes disruption and the revenue yield is compromised. The entire enterprise is jeopardized
since the engineering and economics are not well aligned. These are the challenging circumstances
faced by highway departments, the entire tolling industry and highway users. Financially viable toll
projects that are politically acceptable are rare.
The promise of an efficient road use fee is that many of the most difficult aspects of surface
transportation management are improved considerably. These management challenges relate to cost
recovery, fairness, and pollution and congestion externalities. There are several types of road pricing in
use today in the US and around the world.
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Express Lanes (Managed Lanes). Express lanes, also known as HOT lanes or managed lanes, are typically implemented as
capacity additions to existing facilities or conversion of existing HOV lanes to HOT lanes. The motivation for lane conversion
is that HOV lanes are often underused and that the excess capacity can be sold to drivers who are willing to pay for faster
travel times.
Facility Pricing. Facility pricing differs from managed lanes in that the entire facility is priced. All users of the facility pay to
use it. Toll roads and toll bridges are the most common examples of facility pricing.
Cordon/Area Pricing. Cordon pricing, or area-wide pricing, requires drivers to pay a fee for driving in a defined geographic
area, typically a city center, though miles traveled within the area are unregulated. Cordon pricing has led to significant
improvements in travel speeds in a city core.
Pricing of a Network of Facilities. Full marginal cost pricing of all facilities – roads, transit, and parking – is the economist’s
“gold standard” for efficient pricing of road facilities. Although technical obstacles to full pricing have been largely
overcome, public opposition remains a barrier to implementation. Theoretical and planning-level studies have been carried
out on the effects of full pricing, but it has not yet been implemented anywhere in the world.
Fixed vs. Variable Pricing. Fees are set at a specific price regardless of time of day. An alternative is to increase fees during
peak periods, thus encouraging some peak users to shift their travel to the off-peak. Advanced variable pricing strategies
allow one to adjust fees based on real time changes in congestion.

Examining Specific Pricing Strategies
This white paper examines the potential of two specific road-pricing strategies more closely. These
specific strategies are described below.


Road User Charge would be implemented region wide and would be an implementation of what the
State of Oregon is testing with the VMT based alternative to the fuel tax.



Corridor congestion pricing would look at turning existing freeway lanes or added lanes into tollways and/or “managed lanes” where drivers pay a variable charge to use a lane based on overall
demand on the system and demand for the managed lane.

2 MILEAGE FEE OR ROAD USER CHARGE
What is a mileage fee?
Taxes on motor vehicles and fuels have played an important role in the history of road finance. Early in
the 20th century many roads were still built by private companies and financed through tolls. Often
some public contributions were involved and financed through general taxes. The federal government
recognized a national role in highway finance early on, and the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916 provided
grants to states to improve the public roads system and also prohibited tolls on Federal Aid facilities.
This led to the formalization of State Road Authorities, and the implementation of fuel taxes. Oregon
was the first state to implement a tax on motor fuels in 1919, but by 1929 all 48 states followed suit.
However, the period of reliance upon fuel tax financing may be coming to a close within the next few
decades. Changes in vehicle technology and inflation continue to compromise the purchasing power of
fuel tax proceeds. There is growing interest in various approaches to replacing fuel taxes, and the Pacific
Northwest has been at the forefront in some of the leading research.
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The state of Oregon has considerable history with the implementation of road use charging
demonstration programs. The current status of the Road Usage Charge Pilot Program, and the history of
related efforts is summarized in the ODOT report Road Usage Charge Pilot Program 2013 & Per-Mile
Charge Policy in Oregon. Another important effort with which the authors are deeply familiar is the
Traffic Choices Study (a variable rate road charging trial) conducted in Seattle, WA in 2006. Together
these two efforts constitute significant “local” knowledge regarding how to effectively design and
implement road charging pilot projects. Senate Bill 810, passed by the 2013 Legislature, creates a
program whereby up to 5,000 motor vehicles may volunteer to pay a per-mile road usage charge of 1.5
cents per mile and receive a refund of Oregon fuel taxes paid. The program can be generally described
as follows:







Participants break even if their vehicles average 20 miles per gallon (MPG), which is close to the
light-vehicle fleet average in Oregon.
Revenues from the per-mile road charge would be deposited in the Highway Fund and 30 percent
would be distributed to counties and 20 percent to cities. These are the same proportions currently
used to distribute fuel tax and other Highway Fund revenues to local governments.
The legislation does not specify the details of how the fee would be administered. ODOT and the
Road User Fee Task Force will establish methods for recording and reporting numbers of miles
traveled on highways.
The legislation does require that participants' privacy be protected. There also will be provisions for
dispute resolution and refunds.

Selected Trials and Studies
The program authorized by Senate Bill 810 will not be Oregon's first. In April 2006, a smaller pilot
program was launched. It included 285 vehicles, 299 drivers from 221 households, and two service
stations in Portland and lasted for 12 months. The study concluded that implementing a similar fee
statewide would require $32.8 million of startup capital expenditure for infrastructure, not including the
devices in taxpayers’ vehicles. The devices used in the pilot cost $547 each, but a mass-produced device
would cost far less. Annual operating costs for communication, administration, and enforcement were
estimated at $1.6 million. The 2006 study also concluded that:
 Paying at the pump works. Liquid-fuel vehicles need to visit the pump anyway, the pump is equipped
to collect payment, the pump knows how much fuel tax to credit, and the on-board device
communicates the amount of the mileage fee to the pump. Other arrangements might work better
for all-electric vehicles.
 A mileage fee could be phased in. It could be required for new vehicles and older vehicles could
continue to pay the fuel tax.
 A mileage fee could integrate with the point-of-sale systems in place at gas stations and with the
State’s fuel tax collection system.
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 Variable pricing options are viable. The pilot tested a very coarse two-zone system, which proved
that geographic location could be used to determine the appropriate fee level without telling the
State where the vehicle is traveling.
 Privacy can be protected. The only transmitted and centrally stored data needed to assess mileage
fees are vehicle identifier, miles by rate, and gallons purchased.
 The system would place minimum burden on businesses.
 The potential for evasion is minimal. Tampering with an on-board device would result in payment of
the fuel tax.
 The cost to the State of implementation and administration could be low and the ongoing
administrative cost would be comparable to the ongoing cost of administering the fuel tax.
The state of Minnesota has also conducted a pilot study to help advance the understanding about how
to improve highway finance through direct road use charges. The most recent work involved a technical
trial with 500 participants. The Washington State Transportation Commission is in the beginning phases
of examining mileage-based fees as a finance alternative, as requested by the state legislature. The
University of Iowa conducted a 10-month long, federally funded, multi-state study of mileage fees. Fieldtesting concluded in 2010 and study results were presented to Congress in 2011.
Other trials have been designed to test charging technology. In 2005-2006 the Dutch government
engaged industry partners in an effort to fully design an implementable program for charging by the
mile. There are a variety of technical means through which mileage fees could be implemented. A
Nation Cooperative Highway Research Program report1 developed by the RAND Corporation itemized
the technical approaches to metering vehicle use, payment processing, managing enforcement, and
protecting privacy.
And in a recent study performed by the authors for the greater Orlando region in Florida a flat-rate
mileage fee, along with a mileage fee that varied by time of day and location (addressing traffic
congestion) was compared with a fuel tax baseline condition. Table 1 displays a variety of performance
measures for each of the pricing options as well as the difference between these measures and a 2020
baseline condition without any pricing or funding modifications. The percent change from the baseline
condition is also displayed. The measures relate to important aspects of how the transportation system
performs including the hours that individuals in the region spend traveling, the amount of vehicle use
and the revenues that are generated to potentially support investments in transportation. The mileage
fee with a variable rate does the most to address congestion (person hours of travel in the region drops
by just over 14%) and produces sizable revenues ($3 million per average weekday or $850 million per
year for the Orlando region). Reductions in travel time are typically accompanied by improvements in
travel reliability.

1

NCHRP Report: System Trials to Demonstrate Mileage-Based Road Use Charges; RAND Corporation; Santa Monica, CA; 2010
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Table 1: Comparative Performance of Mileage Fee, Variable Charge and Current Finance
MEASURES
Daily Total
Baseline
Mileage Fee (Flat Rate)
Mileage Fee (Variable Rate)
Difference From Baseline
Mileage Fee (Flat Rate)
Mileage Fee (Variable Rate)
Percent Diff From Baseline
Mileage Fee (Flat Rate)
Mileage Fee (Variable Rate)
Source: ECONorthwest

Vehicle Travel
Time (hrs.)

Person Travel
Time (hrs.)

Vehicle Miles

Toll/Fee
Revenues

2,820,587
2,830,578
2,389,309

3,877,983
3,893,038
3,327,958

78,674,207
78,704,489
74,294,794

2,137,224
2,128,269
5,468,772

9,991
(431,278)

15,055
(550,025)

30,282
(4,379,413)

(8,955)
3,331,548

0.4%
-15.3%

0.4%
-14.2%

0.0%
-5.6%

-0.4%
155.9%

Potential Implications of a Mileage Fee Implementation
Some potential implications of transitioning to a mileage fee are described below:
Tax Incidence by Users. The replacement of a fuel tax with a flat rate mileage fee will have little effect
on the distribution of benefits and burdens. At the margin drivers of fuel-efficient vehicle will pay more
than under a comparable fuel tax and drivers of less fuel-efficient vehicles could pay less. It is feasible
that a mileage fee program could serve as a platform for variable charges that target driving under
certain conditions including driving on congested roads, or driving vehicles with higher than average
emissions. In these cases the successful pursuit of these policy objectives will have attendant effects on
the manner through which benefits and burdens are distributed across various users of the
transportation system. If the mileage fee program serves to increase the total resources that are
available for highway finance then the higher charges will burden taxpayers more in general and will
especially burden those drivers who drive longer distances or who do not have alternatives to driving.
User Fee Revenue. Revenue from a mileage fee that is designed to mimic the function of the current tax
on motor fuels would be comparable to current fuel tax proceeds. The primary difference in net revenue
yield would depend on the actual rate that is levied, less the costs of administering the mileage fee
program; which are expected to be higher than the administration of a tax on fuels. A perceived
advantage of a mileage fee over a tax on fuels is that revenues are less susceptible to erosion from
vehicle fuel efficiency gains over time. Revenues are still vulnerable to the effects of inflation. Mileage
fee rates could be raised or lowered to meet financing requirements, although this is true under the
current system of fuel taxes.
Fee Program Operating Costs. Mileage fee programs will involve greater cost and administrative
burdens than their fuel tax counterparts. The current administrative costs of a tax on fuels are in the
range of 1% of gross revenue. Costs would be significantly higher under a mileage fee program.
Demand for Vehicle Use and Vehicle Ownership. The demand for vehicle use and ownership would not
change significantly from that associated with a finance approach designed around the fuel tax. The
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predominant difference is that under a mileage fee there is an additional incentive to economize of
miles driven and a marginally lower incentive to economize on vehicle fuel efficiency.
Roadway Use and Congestion. A flat rate mileage fee will result in no direct influence over the demand
for use of specific road facilities. As a result the congestion amelioration benefits of a mileage fee are
essentially the same as for a tax on fuels.

3 FACILITY TOLLING
Typology of Facility Tolling Approaches
Tolling has been used for centuries to finance highways. For example, early road building in the United
States relied heavily on private, profit-seeking entities, and the historical remnants of these early
turnpikes can be seen today. These early turnpikes became obsolete, as more efficient canals and then
railroads were developed in the mid-1800s. It was not until the popularization of automobiles in the
early to mid-20th century that toll-backed financing made resurgence. This era of turnpike building
extended into the 1950s and early 1960s, but largely came to an end by the advent of the Interstate
Highway System begun in 1956. Though some of these early turnpikes paid off their debt and removed
their tolls, most still operate as tolled facilities, since the need to upgrade, expand, and extend could be
funded through continuing toll collection on the original facilities.
Beginning in the 1990s toll facility development was enhanced through the promise of electronic toll
collection to reduce or eliminate the delays and toll transaction costs associated with traditional toll
roads. The advent of electronic toll collection has broadened the potential policy rationale for tolling
such that it can now be effectively used to manage congestion on a network with limited capacity.
Existing Systems Leveraging New Capacity. Regions with successful and mature toll roads have a
significant advantage when trying to develop new toll projects. Historically, many of the nation’s toll
roads were developed using revenue bonds, where projects needed to generate enough revenue to
cover debt service in the early years. Over time many of these project produce excess revenue.
Depending on the enabling legislation and financing arrangements, excess revenue from existing
projects can often be used to underwrite facility extensions or new toll projects.
Startup Traditional Toll Facilities. Many regions are making use of tolling to enable construction of
limited access highway projects. When funding highway projects on a pay-as-you-go basis, it often takes
years for enough dollars to be available to pay for project costs. With tolling, the future revenue can be
bonded, enabling project deployment to happen sooner. Recent projects are being developed through
the public sector, as well as through public-private partnerships. Developing toll projects as PPP is still in
its infancy in the United States, with techniques and legislation evolving. High profile transactions
involving the right to collect tolls for periods of 75 to 99 years can generate considerable controversy
regarding the transfer of control over decision-making from the public to the private sectors.
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HOT (High Occupancy Toll) Lanes. A HOT (High Occupancy Toll) lane is a partial implementation of road
user pricing—a notion that economists have been advancing for many decades as a method for
improving the efficiency of utilization and investment in road capacity. In the case of a HOT lane, tolling
a user for access to the managed lanes potentially offers road users a means of trading toll payments
(cash costs) for reduced travel time costs. Such differentiation in price and service is thought to improve
user welfare, because users can self-select the option that best suits their needs. The extent of user
benefits depends on the manner by which tolls are set and a complex interplay amongst general
purpose (GP) lane users, HOT lane payers.
Express Toll Lanes. As with HOT lanes, express toll lanes are situated next to regular highway lanes. The
difference from the HOT lane concept is that with an express toll lane, all personal automobiles using
them pay a toll – there are no exceptions made for HOV; this reduces the revenue loss potential due to
violations, as explained in the previous section.
Truck-Only Toll (TOT) Lanes. Truck-Only Toll (TOT) lanes have the potential to improve safety and
increase productivity in the trucking industry. The toll truckways could be built next to existing
roadways, but would be barrier-separated from general traffic to improve safety. In theory, truckers
would, therefore, be attracted to use the TOT lanes, because the toll cost would be offset by the
additional safety and productivity.

Implications of Facility Tolling
Revenues and Operating Costs

Both the revenue and operating costs of tolled facilities varies considerably based on a number of
factors. The revenue opportunity for a toll project is determined by its performance characteristics and
the value that highway users place on time savings. Facilities in well-established urban markets and with
few alternate non-tolled routes will yield larger revenues than green field projects with many substitute
travel routes. Toll policy can be set in a manner that maximizes revenues or in such a way as to achieve
some other set of objectives around traffic management typically at the expense of some revenue
production.
Toll facilities involve operating costs that are not typically part of non-toll highway corridors. The volume
and type of toll transactions results in costs around the full set of elements involved in toll operations –
vehicle detection and verification, toll account management, enforcement, and payment processing. It is
also that case that where bond financing is involved bond covenants may stipulate specific maintenance
investments.
Congestion Amelioration and Traffic Diversion

Toll facilities can improve traffic congestion in two ways. First, many toll project involve the deployment
of new lane capacity to accommodate vehicle traffic. New capacity provides congestion relief
independent of tolling’s contribution to traffic management. Toll projects also provide traffic controls
through the price effect. Simple flat-rate tolls often fail to achieve either a revenue or traffic
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management objective as too many of the factors determining traffic and revenue outcomes are
dynamic and change over time (either by time of day, day of week, or over the life of a project). Variable
tolls that change in response to traffic volumes, or growth in demand over time, are capable of
providing significant congestion relief benefits to road users and generate revenue that contribute to
operating costs and capital investments.
It is assumed that where there are tolls there will be traffic diverted from toll facilities to other roads. In
the case of toll projects where there is a sizable flat rate toll (designed to pay off bond levied to
underwrite the initial project investment) and ample alternative route diverted traffic may be
significant. In cases where alternate routes are few or of low quality diversion may be minimal. Levying
lower toll rates during non-peak traffic hours, as is done on the SR520 bridge in the Seattle area, can
result in diverting traffic from peak hours to non=peak travel hours instead of diverting traffic to
adjacent facilities.
Fairness

The popular press often refers to tolled roadways as “Lexus Lanes”– implying that only the rich are able
to use them. To the extent that motorists who must use the facility during the peak period have lower
incomes relative to the community as a whole, the superficial implication is that pricing is regressive. In
truth, however, efficient pricing can provide benefits to a wide variety of motorists who may
occasionally need to use a premium service and who may enjoy other transportation services provided
as part of the toll system.

Issues Specific To Toll Managed Lanes
Tolled managed lane facilities in their various forms are a promising mechanism to generate revenue,
manage traffic congestion, and improve operational efficiency for high demand corridors. One of the
biggest challenges with tolling involves creating a common understanding of what is being proposed,
and the policy or strategic basis for the particular proposal. Toll managed lanes lanes grew out of the
recognition that some traditional HOV lanes were underutilized. Toll managed lanes allow a singleoccupancy vehicle (SOV) to pay a toll to use HOV lanes; which have excess capacity. A few examples of
operating projects are listed below:












SR 91 Express Lanes (Orange County, California)
I-15 (San Diego, California)
I-680 (San Francisco, California
I-95 (Miami, Florida)
I-85 (Atlanta, Georgia)
I-35W (Minneapolis, MN)
I-405 (East King County, Washington)
Katy I-10 QuickRide (Houston, Texas)
I-45S (Houston, Texas)
US290 (Houston, Texas)
I-25 HOT Lanes (Denver, Colorado)
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I-394 MNPASS (Minneapolis, MN)
I-15 (Salt Lake City, Utah)
SR 167 (Auburn, WA)

Toll lanes, whether HOV are allowed in for free or not, are defined by congestion in the managed
corridor. Express toll lane solutions are particularly effective in corridors where there is little opportunity
to expand capacity. Traditionally, people expect tolls to be removed once the debt to finance a facility
has been paid off. In the case of express toll lanes, the value of the project depends on the tolls being
levied as long as congestion persists. There is a tendency to think that tolling projects will be revenue
generators, but in fact there are few toll projects that are fully self-supporting. Converting lanes to toll
operations avoids large capital expenses but the success of toll lanes still depends largely on congestion
levels in adjacent lanes. In most metropolitan areas, such congestion only lasts for an hour or two during
morning and evening rush hours. Increasingly, pricing projects are being considered for their potential
traffic management capabilities, regardless of their ability to fund new infrastructure construction.
It is important to clearly articulate the policy rationale for considering a tolling project. If a facility
manager wishes to have a solid justification for the tolls levied, the manager has to articulate the
objectives by which the facility should operate. While the discussion below is specific to HOT lanes, this
question of the toll policy objective is relevant to any implementation of road tolling.
Revenue Maximization [RevMax]. Under this objective, the facility manager sets a toll on the managed
lanes so as to maximize the amount of toll revenue collected. The toll must be such that people are
willing to pay for it, but also such that the quality of the service is not diminished. Under this objective,
low tolls will lead to lower speeds in the toll lanes thus reducing the value of the service and the total
revenue collected. Likewise high tolls will result in a drop off of revenue due to low utilization of the
managed lanes. Under revenue maximization, the facility manager must set a toll that optimizes volume
on the toll managed facility to generate maximum revenue.
Travel Time Cost Minimization [CostMin]. The facility manager has the option of minimizing the total
cost to the users for traversing the facility. The user costs are the users’ value of time, multiplied by the
time it takes to traverse the facility. This objective incorporates the time costs of vehicles on both GP
and toll lanes. As described earlier, the toll charged determines the volume of vehicles in the managed
lane, which then affects total user cost, traffic volumes and revenues on the entire facility.
Revenues and User Benefits

The revenue and user benefits associated with toll managed lanes scale with various dimensions of the
project design and operating rules. The toll objective as described above is an important determinant of
project revenue. Other factors include policies determining operating rules such as vehicle eligibility,
fixed-rate or dynamic toll rate setting, minimum and maximum toll rate constraints, and project
geometry and the amount of corridor capacity that is managed through tolls.
The authors have performed traffic and revenue analysis for many toll managed lanes project
throughout the U.S. Some results from doing one such planning-level analysis in the Seattle area
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illustrate implications of some policy and design decisions. This effort involved implementations of the
regional travel demand model interacting with the ECONorthwest Toll Optimization Model, which is
designed explicitly to examine such policy tradeoffs.
Based on the tolling objective, facility performance varies quite drastically (Table 2). The choice of the
objective ultimately rests with the facility manager, who must decide what objectives are being
advanced.




Under RevMax, traveler costs are much higher than CostMin. However, the RevMax objective, given
some distribution of motorists’ value of time, seeks to extract as much revenue out of the network
as possible. The toll lane speeds are much higher for the RevMax objective, as RevMax focuses
solely on the performance and revenue from the HOT lane.
Contrarily, CostMin minimizes the costs to all drivers for both GP and toll lanes. Even as the tolls are
lower and the speed differential between the two lane groups is less, the revenue per vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) is much lower.

Table 2: Facility Performance Under Alternate Toll Objectives
Performance Category
Total Revenue Per Hour
Revenue Per VMT
Total Travel Cost per Hour
Total Travel Cost per VMT
Average HOT Lane Speed (mph)
Average GP Lane Speed (mph)
Source: ECONorthwest

RevMax
$1,123,521
$6.54
$7,255,610
$3.77
60
38

CostMin
$ 3778,345
$0.91
$2,109,941
$1.10
60
34

Table 3 summarizes the results of a simulation of managed lane performance under the revenue
maximization objective. It displays the results of the simulation for average hourly speed in the toll lane,
GP lane and revenue for the facility. There is a stark difference between the HOV 3+ and HOV 2+ free
access restrictions. For the HOV 3+ specification, the revenues per VMT are higher and toll lane speeds
are faster compared to the HOV 2+ specification. Allowing HOV 2+ vehicles to use the managed lane free
of charge reduces the quality and performance of the toll lane. From the manager’s perspective, it is
much more profitable to require HOV 2+ vehicles to pay the toll.
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Table 3: Facility Performance Under Alternate Occupancy Policies
Lane Alternative
HOV 3+

Performance Category
Total Revenue Per Hour
Revenue Per VMT
Average HOT Lane Speed (mph)
Average GP Lane Speed (mph)

Total Revenue Per Hour
Revenue Per VMT
Average HOT Lane Speed (mph)
Average GP Lane Speed (mph)
Source: ECONorthwest
HOV 2+

6:00 AM
$1,123,521
$6.54
60
38
$ 348,882
$3.91
57
40

7:00 AM
$ 821,921
$4.99
60
34
$ 249,973
$2.95
56
38

8:00 AM
$ 518,524
$3.36
60
38
$ 157,082
$1.96
57
41

Likewise other factors influence managed lane performance. A single toll lane alternative will yield lower
average hourly tolls than a two toll lane alternative. This is due to the larger difference in speeds
between the GP and toll lanes. Imposing minimum and maximum constraints on toll levels, or policies
that permit non paying vehicles access to the managed lanes, will also limit revenue performance.
In summary toll managed lanes are a means for facility managers to improve performance of freeways,
reduce aggregate user travel cost, and generate revenue for the facility. From the user perspective,
those with high values of time elect to use the toll lane, provided that the toll lane is able to reduce their
travel costs on the facility. From the manager perspective, the specific implementation of the toll lane
depends on the objectives of the manager (revenue maximization, user cost minimization, etc.).
Regardless of the objective, relative to an unmanaged but congested facility, a toll managed lane can
drastically increase network performance while raising much needed revenue at the same time.
Local Setting: Traffic and Revenue

In Washington County there are limited opportunities for creating toll managed lanes that do not
involve either 1) conversion of general purpose lanes to toll lanes or 2) the addition of new lanes to
existing highway corridors. Lane conversion offers the greatest opportunity for economic benefits from
tolling but also challenges public acceptability, as it is a significant departure from current practice. The
addition of new lanes to existing highway corridors is likely an extremely expensive proposition given
the limited rights-of-ways and high costs of highway development in urban settings. Analysis of the
performance of the regional road network, using the Portland METRO travel demand model, with the
addition of managed lanes in select corridors demonstrates that there is significant demand for higher
performing road facilities. Given the limitations of the planning-level analysis it is not possible to
produce estimates of facility performance under toll management. But as the regional modeling analysis
involved the addition of new lanes throughout much of the managed lanes corridors it is pretty safe to
assume that toll revenues could not support these capacity additions on their own. The addition of new
capacity itself would create travel benefits to highway users and would mean that little or no traffic
would divert from the managed lanes corridors.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Taxes placed on the purchase of motor fuels are a mainstay of highway finance. But there is been a
growing interest in finding alternatives to traditional fuel taxes as a means of addressing loss of revenue
from increasing vehicle fuel efficiency and inflation. A mileage-based user fee is one option. And toll
managed lanes are a promising strategy for managing congestion in specific corridors and generating
incremental revenue needed for corridor improvements.
Mileage Fee

The mainstream thinking about mileage fees is as a replacement for the fuel tax. In this case the mileage
fee will have only a very modest influence on the performance of the surface transportation sector. The
revenue opportunity will be largely the same as under fuel tax based financing, as will be the tax/fee
burden on various different categories of road users. At the margin drivers of fuel efficient vehicles ill
pay more under a mileage fee than under the status quo. A mileage fee does offer greater opportunities
to link fees directly with locations and times of day where travel costs (traffic volume, capacity
burdening, pollution, etc.) are greatest. This could be in the form of local option fees or fees that vary
with the degree of traffic congestion.
A flat rate mileage fee implemented as part of a statewide or national effort would have little
implications in Washington County in terms of transportation revenue, investment or project selection.
Absent the rationing of supply based on willingness-to-pay (tolling), it is very difficult to gauge the ideal
level of investment in transportation supply. In the absence of congestion-based fees, the highway
revenues available to road authorities are generally not sufficient to support the kind of infrastructure
investment agendas that are a product of the political process. A flat rate mileage fee does little to
overcome this limitation. A variable rate mileage fee, on the other hand, breaks the Gordian knot.
Variable fees reduce the immediate need for building new highway capacity. Revenues are generated
where travel demand is high and this tells the road operator that there is a high willingness to pay for
the use of this portion of the network and that there is also high demand for new investments.
Toll Managed Lanes

Managed lanes are a strategy designed to take advantage of driver’s willingness to pay for travel time
savings as they travel on major highway corridors. Most typically managed lane implementations involve
opening up excess capacity in an existing HOV lane to paying users. Less commonly new lanes are built
along with the lane pricing deployment. Under the right circumstances toll managed lanes can generate
revenues sufficient to cover the costs of implementing the managed lanes program. And in high demand
corridors the managed lanes may produce surplus revenues that can be reinvested in corridor
improvements or mobility services. But in cases where the managed lane program involves significant
new highway capital investments the toll revenues will often not be sufficient to underwrite the
program costs.
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A managed lanes scenario in Washington County has evaluated the addition of managed lanes in the US
26, I-5, and OR 217 corridors. Implementation of managed lanes would involve the construction of new
lanes throughout much of these corridors. Estimating the revenues and traffic associated with price
management in these corridors would require the development of a concept of operations (outlining
the specific policies, rules, and practices under which tolling would be implemented) and the modeling
of toll operations with purpose built traffic and revenue forecasting tools. Without this level of analysis
some general conclusions are that the high capital costs of these projects will likely significantly exceed
the toll revenue opportunity but that the benefits of both adding new capacity and price management
will be greater than implementing pricing on its own. An alternative approach, although considered
politically challenging, would be to convert existing general purpose lanes to price management thus
potentially reducing significant capital expense.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Technology has advanced rapidly since the Industrial Revolution, and its evolution continues to
accelerate at an ever increasing rate. Past innovations – such as the steam engine, electric streetcar, or
the private automobile – sparked dramatic changes in the way metropolitan areas function, and the
same will be true of emerging trends in transportation technology. Under the current paradigm shift,
change across the mobility landscape comes not from the emergence of new types of vehicle
technologies, but from new ways in which those vehicle technologies are used and in how people
interact with those services. New models of mobility blur the lines between public and private
transport, as well as how modes of transportation are defined.
Washington County continues to look at emerging trends and the potential impact of these on
transportation in the region. It is critical to acknowledge the uncertainties inherent in attempting to
anticipate transportation demands, travel patterns and systems. This paper provides an overview of
emerging transportation technologies, potential implications for Washington County, proposed policies
that may influence these technologies, and a qualitative assessment of impacts to Washington County’s
travel demand model.

2.

THE OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED
WITH EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

In general, there are a few mega trends happening in the transportation industry that are driving the
emerging technologies. The nexus of “big data”, increased communications, more powerful computing
power, and increased use of sensors is being applied to vehicles, infrastructure, and our transportation
systems to create many new efficiencies and opportunities, including improved safety, better customer
service, enhanced mobility, and more reliable travel. Moreover, these technologies are providing more
data to support planning and decision-making than has ever been available before (assuming the
government is in a position to access and understand the data).
These emerging technologies have introduced some new challenges for the government, however. For
example, the increased amount of data requires new regulation and policy considerations that address
data privacy and protections (cyber-security) and the new types of data and the amount of data requires
staffing with new skills to understand and analyze the the data. It is also disrupting our transportation
system overnight – due to the speed at which new technologies can be implemented. Finally, the
financial opportunities are significant enough that the private sector has gotten involved in what has
traditionally been a mostly public sector-led space (e.g., Google’s driverless vehicle, Uber). All of these
trends and implications are challenging government at all levels to evaluate its own strategies and
services.
As described in the following section, many “disruptive technologies” are emerging in the transportation
space and they are affecting more than just how people get around; they are affecting land use, how
people shop, and where they’re choosing to work and live.
Washington County Transportation Futures Study
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3.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

This section describes each of the key emerging technologies that are influencing transportation both in
Washington County and in metropolitan areas around the United States.

Automated and Connected Vehicles
Automated vehicles (AVs) use technologies like ground penetrating radar (GPR), radar, and lidar to sense
their environment and navigate roads with varying degrees of human input (with no human input
required for fully automated, or driverless, vehicles). Connected vehicles, on the other hand, rely on
two-way communications, through vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), and vehicleto-pedestrian (V2P) data transmissions. (More communications from the vehicle are possible. The
generic term is vehicle-to-everything, or V2X)
The implications for Washington County, and society in general, are vast. The largest cited improvement
for both of these technologies is safety, but other improvements include improved traffic circulation,
increased road capacity and throughput, and improved trip reliability. The level of ride sharing and the
competitiveness of public transportation will be significant factors in how much congestion increases.
Land use in Washington County could be affected significantly as well. Driverless vehicles have the
potential to reduce or alter where parking is needed (i.e., parking may move to remote locations), and
people may choose to live farther from where they work because their value of time in a vehicle could
be drastically improved as they are able to work or do other things instead of focusing on the driving
function.
The freight industry is forecasted to save millions of dollars by platooning vehicles and improving fuel
efficiency, and also potentially eliminating the driver, the industry’s most expensive cost. For public
transportation agencies - everything from service coverage to vehicle types to labor requirements
stands to change. Transit agencies will need to completely re-think their services, labor needs, and fee
structure in order to stay competitive in the new transportation environment.
Clearly, the implications of these technologies is significant; however, the timeline remains uncertain.
Partially automated vehicles are available today and these features are likely to continue to be
developed and integrated into vehicles over the coming years. While automakers and technology
developers estimate that driverless vehicle technology will be publicly-available in the 2018-2020
timeframe, it is unclear when fully automated vehicles will truly proliferate in society. Connected
vehicles, on the other hand, require significant government regulations, standards, and investment so
their timeline is even less certain. The most imminent challenge for Washington County will be
overseeing a transitioning transportation system over the next few decades with a mix of these
technologies in operation.
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Alternate Fuel Vehicles
Regulations and policies at the Federal and State level are encouraging alternate fuel vehicles – with a
significant focus on electric power. Electric vehicles require significant infrastructure investments to
support the charging and, currently, the battery range is limited; however, the potential for reducing or
even eliminating greenhouse gas emissions is compelling. It should be noted that automated and
connected vehicle technology are independent of the vehicle’s power system; one technology does not
require or assume the other.

Sharing Economy
The last few years has seen a dramatic increase in the level of peer-to-peer sharing of everything from
vehicles to beds to houses. In the transportation industry, ride sharing (carpooling), car sharing, and
transportation network companies (or TNCs, e.g., Uber and Lyft) provide examples of how technology
has enabled new forms of mobility. These services are reducing the need to own as many vehicles,
which has the potential to affect Washington County’s parking requirements. It’s unclear; however, if
and how car sharing and TNCs are affecting VMT. The sharing economy works best in more dense urban
areas, which is in line with society’s trends towards greater urbanization and higher density.

Active Traffic Management
Active traffic management (ATM) is the ability to dynamically manage recurrent and non-recurrent
congestion based on prevailing and predicted traffic conditions. These strategies include but are not
limited to dynamic speed displays (speed limits or speed advisories), lane use control, temporary
shoulder use, junction control (dynamic lane allocation in interchange areas), and dynamic signing and
rerouting. Some of these strategies are currently in place in Washington County, particularly in the OR
217 corridor and the use of these technologies will be expanding in the US 23 corridor soon.
A key technological aspect of ATM for Washington County is smart traffic signals, or adaptive signal
control. Adaptive signal control “continuously monitors arterial traffic conditions and the queuing at
intersections and dynamically adjusts the signal timing to optimize” traffic flow, according to the
objectives of the jurisdiction. Washington County currently has adaptive signal control in place in

some areas and its use is expanding. Certainly expanding the use of this technology, where benefits
outweigh the lifecycle costs, makes sense.

Real-Time Transportation Information
Similar to other states, Oregon already has a government-funded real-time traveler information
program. Many states are making this data available for the private sector to use and many private
companies are collecting and disseminating their own transportation data and information. As more
information becomes available, it will be important for Washington County to identify which
information it should own and disseminate including, for example, road incidents, work zones, weather
closures, and transit vehicle locations. It will also be important to determine if the mission critical
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information can be reliably disseminated by third parties in a timely manner. It will also be important for
Washington County to ensure data is available for non-SmartPhone users, especially if traditional phone
services get to be so under-utilized that they risk being eliminated.

Integrated Corridor Management
The vision of integrated corridor management (ICM) is that transportation networks will realize
significant improvements in the efficient movement of people and goods through integrated, proactive
management of existing infrastructure along major corridors. Through an ICM approach, transportation
professionals manage the corridor as a multimodal system and make operational decisions for the
benefit of the corridor as a whole.
ICM consists of the operational coordination of multiple transportation networks and cross-network
connections comprising a corridor, and the coordination of institutions responsible for corridor mobility.
The goal of ICM is to improve mobility, safety, and other transportation objectives for travelers and
goods. ICM may also encompass cooperative and integrated policy among stakeholders.
A project is underway in the I-84 corridor in Portland to implement ICM. The ICM approach is an
important way to make the most out of the existing transportation network in a multimodal, multijurisdictional environment. ICM is a natural step in the on-going transportation management efforts in
Washington County.

4.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Washington County is able to proactively establish policies that can influence how these technologies
are introduced into the region. This section outlines some policies that the Washington County
government can put in place to influence how these technologies can affect overall strategic planning,
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), urban sprawl and/or parking impacts. These policies can be put in place at
any time; however, the sooner they are in place, the sooner any potential negative impacts of emerging
technologies could be mitigated.









Incorporate policy statement around leveraging technology into the region’s goals
Update procurement processes to leverage advanced technologies with pilots and waivers
and minimize the procurement timeline
Update roadway policies and infrastructure to manage the VMT impact
Adjust land use policies to reduce urban sprawl
Adjust the tax/fee structure to dis-incentivize car ownership and/or parking
Alter parking/zoning policies to reduce the need for private parking
Change transit pricing
Encourage open data sharing
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5.

APPLICATION TO WASHINGTON COUNTY’S TRAVEL
DEMAND MODEL

Travel demand models reflect current activity participation and travel arrangement behaviors,
transportation supply, and social norms, all of which are embedded in the segmentation of the travel
market, mobility sub-models and representations of accessibility, the mode choices available to
travelers, the model parameters, and the household and person interactions built into the model. As
such, simulating the effect of autonomous vehicles on travel demand requires first identifying the
behavioral mechanism in play, second, designing the way in which each behavior will be captured by the
model, and third, establishing the scale of the effect.
The travel demand models used in Washington County likely possess multiple mechanisms that can be
leveraged to represent the effect of these emerging technologies on travel demand, and their
corresponding impact on transit ridership, non-motorized travel, vehicle miles traveled, and emissions,
among other measures of transportation system performance. Some effects can be simulated by
modifying model parameters, by revising the model calibration to represent a new norm, by adding
choices, by modifying the trip market segmentation, and by updating the representation of
transportation supply. In general, the mechanisms relevant for modeling these emerging technologies
include the following:
a. Allowing new mode choices (e.g., car-sharing) and revising the mode choice combinations that
are possible within a tour (e.g., increased use of AVs to access transit trunk lines – “drop and
ride” as opposed to “park and ride”; using on-demand AVs at suburban transit stations to access
final destinations )
b. Revising the market segmentation (e.g., introducing vehicle type segmentation to assign AVs to
the types of households most likely to adopt them, and also to be able to report travel statistics
by vehicle type)
c. Revising the propensity for making certain choices among specific populations cohorts (e.g.,
allowing school-age children to travel in a vehicle without an adult driver; modifying the
parameters that discourage drive-alone choices among older or unlicensed drivers)
d. Revising the propensity for making certain choices among the population at large (e.g., reducing
the likelihood of owning multiple cars as they get replaced by ride-sharing; updating value of
time distributions to represent a higher tolerance for travel time when driving AVs)
e. Decreasing average travel costs, including vehicle operating cost, auto ownership costs
(represented implicitly in likelihood of owning a car), transit fares, and taxi or ridesharing costs
f. Increasing roadway capacities, resulting from smaller car sizes, decreased car-following gaps and
reaction times, among other supply effects.
g. Revising volume-delay functions to represent higher average speeds in dense traffic, which are
possible due to automation
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h. Modifying the rules of the road, for example giving exclusive access on certain roads or left-most
freeway lanes to AVs and/or zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs)
i. Updating emissions models – for vehicle type (i.e., adoption of zero-emission technology along
with automation), and for improved operation of internal-combustion engines
j. Modified representations of accessibility, in particular the accessibility available to carless
households
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